Dear Center for,

Below you'll find this month's store highlights.

During this month of February, many people's thoughts turn to love and romance. True love is a gift from God, and the family is the place where we have the greatest opportunity to share this love. This month's selections have love and family in mind.

Hurry, these offers expire February 28, 2013!

Warm regards,

Greg Morikone, Call Center Manager

To learn more about any of our products, please contact our Call Center at 618-627-4651, Monday-Thursday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., U.S. Central Time. Or e-mail mailroom@3abn.org. Many more items can be found on our store at store.3abn.org.

---------------------------------------------

**Serious About Love**

*Serious About Love* is a complete guide to dating, love, and mate selection especially written for young adults. Find out what to watch out for in a potential date, how to understand the difference between romantic illusion and true love, how to break up and remain friends, how to avoid a dangerous date, what physical involvement means to a relationship, and topics to discuss before considering marriage. The book comes with a 13 session Leader's Guide for group discussions.

224 pages, Paperback.

*Serious About Love*, by Dr. Kay Kuzma

$16.00 suggested donation
The Connected Family

Anything worth doing takes effort, time, and perseverance—including parenting. In The Connected Family, Paul and Carolyn Rayne present a practical twenty-six-step program designed to help parents make their children a priority, lead them to make a commitment to God, and teach them the tools for Christian living. The Raynes host the television series Happy the Home on 3ABN.

159 pages, Paperback.

The Connected Family, by Paul and Carolyn Rayne $15.00 suggested donation

Andrews Study Bible with Revelation of Jesus Christ

This combo includes the burgundy or black genuine leather NKJV Andrews Study Bible and Revelation of Jesus Christ by Ranko Stefanovic. Perfect combination for personal study of the Bible.

The Andrews Study Bible is an innovative and practical presentation of the Scriptures. It is designed for both the new believer and the experienced Bible student. In the Andrews Study Bible you will find Light, Depth, and Truth. You will be inspired to follow the Bible in a deep study in the things of God. You will be led to a life of service for Christ and the hope of His soon return. Key features: easy-to-read design; two-color print; New King James Version; more than 12,000 study notes; the latest in faithful biblical scholarship; introduction to each book of the Bible, with an outline; a unique, linked reference system to illuminate great themes of the Bible; an annotated scripture index to the great themes; a highlighted center margin with 65,000 cross references and translation notes; 11 two-color in-text maps; 15 full-color end maps of the land of the Bible, with a comprehensive index; dozens of charts that present important Bible information for easy understanding; feature articles discussing the inspiration and message of the Bible; practical advice on how to follow the Bible in daily life, including a popular Bible reading plan; an extensive, 152-page concordance. 1,906 pages, genuine leather cover.

The verse-by-verse commentary in Revelation of Jesus Christ offers a text-focused and Christ-centered approach to the book of Revelation. Appropriate for personal study and as a college and seminary text, this
volume provides both in-depth notes and lay-oriented exposition for use by scholars, students, pastors, and laypeople. An ever-increasing interest in the prophecies of the Apocalypse has resulted in deeper understandings which are introduced in this updated edition. Hardcover 668 p.

**Andrews Study Bible with Revelation of Jesus Christ (Black Bible)**
$125.00 suggested donation

**Andrews Study Bible with Revelation of Jesus Christ (Burgundy Bible)**
$125.00 suggested donation

---

**Prayer Promises for Kids - Special 5 Pack**

*Prayer Promises for Kids* is a colorful prayer book of over 100 sample prayers on topics that school-age kids deal with everyday, such as being afraid of bullies, rejection or failure, and coping with bad habits and making friends. Each prayer claims a different Bible promise and there are real pictures of kids on every page. Children learn to pray by modeling others. That's why Kay Kuzma and Brenda Walsh created this small kid-friendly book that children can use themselves to pray their way to a more dynamic relationship with Jesus -- and in the process memorize Bible promises that they can claim throughout their lives.

128 pages, Paperback.

**Prayer Promises for Kids - Special 5 Pack**, by Kay Kuzma & Brenda Walsh
$25.00 suggested donation (regularly $60.00)

---

**Ten Commandments Weekend 2009 DVD Set**


8 DVD (15 hours).
Ten Commandments Weekend 2009 DVD Set
$39.00 suggested donation (regularly $69.00)

Order Now
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